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Foreword

Letter from the editors
As the articles in this issue of Frontiers in Finance illustrate, the financial services
industry continues to face multiple challenges. None is as fundamentally threatening
as the global financial crisis. But we can identify a widespread range of issues that,
taken together, continue to test industry leaders, for instance, the pace of change
being experienced across so broad a front.
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Jeremy Anderson’s keynote article explores one of the key issues: the looming
disruptive impact of digital adoption and enablement, which will change our industry
in as-yet unforeseen ways. Similarly profound, although quite different in origin,
will be the consequences of the UK’s vote to leave the European Union, and the
structural changes to the balance of the global financial system that this will entail.
As ever, there will be threats and opportunities, and winners and losers, emerging
from each of these developments. Establishing a position on the right side of the
future will be crucial for success.
The theme of the digital future in banking is taken up in Ian Pollari and Jan
Reinmueller’s article on how new partnership developments are generating
strategic benefits and competitive advantage. In investment management, major
changes in technology, demographics and consumer expectations are imposing
great strains in a slow growth, low return environment. Here, as elsewhere,
constant regulatory initiatives — new standards for finance and actuarial
transformation in insurance, regulation to open up the payments infrastructure in
Europe — carry their own dynamic for continual change. Other articles in this issue
look at additional aspects of change and opportunity, at their impact on business
models and at the ongoing IT challenge.
Our industry is still, in many different ways, responding to the impact of the
financial crisis. In view of the extensive interconnectedness of the global financial
system, the complexity and multidimensional nature of the challenges facing us are
inevitable. This doesn’t make it any easier. But as Jeremy Anderson argues, this is
not only a challenging but also an exciting and rewarding time.

Giles Williams
KPMG in the UK

This issue of Frontiers in Finance is dedicated to the memory of
Giles Williams, whose sudden and untimely death was recently
announced. Giles was, among others, a member of our editorial board
and a regular contributor to the magazine. He was a widely respected
and original analyst of the financial services industry. His judgments
were sometimes surprising, always profound, and thought-provoking;
he was also a charmingly irreverent and stimulating colleague. His
advice and guidance will be sorely missed.
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Chairman’s message

New perspectives,
new dynamics
By Jeremy Anderson
Chairman, Global Financial Services

Jeremy Anderson

T

he financial services industry is
facing challenges right across
the horizon. In the last issue
of Frontiers, I argued that the
underlying priority of the last
few years has been the management
of change in complex environments.
Leaders in our industry have to develop
new ways of nurturing talent, clarity and
the environment in which to succeed.
In particular, they now have to confront
the question of digital adoption and
enablement, and face the challenge of
change in multiple dimensions.

Major impacts

In banking, balance sheet restructuring
and higher capital requirements are having
significant consequences. New standards
for accounting and reporting are having a
major impact on the insurance industry.
The investment management sector faces

increased scrutiny of leverage, liquidity and
the potential for systemic risk, with some
funds facing the need for loss adjusting
capital. All of these impacts on the operating
model are being felt in tandem with
massive changes in consumer demands.
Customers are increasingly expecting
high-quality service, instant online access
for transactions, advice and account
management, and consistent returns —
and all as far as possible for free. Major
geopolitical developments — such as the
British vote to leave the European Union —
carry additional serious implications.
Technological developments are driving
changes in the demand for financial
services at an ever-faster rate, with
service provision having to keep pace.
We see this directly in, for example, the
growth of peer-to-peer lending and other
disintermediating platforms. Less directly,
we also see how technology can disrupt
traditional products and markets, thereby
transforming the associated demands for
finance. In the automobile industry, for
instance, the advent of driverless cars will
convert individual car ownership into the
provision of transport as a service, radically
destabilizing the auto insurance market
and the provision of credit for lease or
purchase. Elsewhere in this issue, we see
how many insurers continue to struggle
to achieve the type of agility and flexibility
they require to win in the market.
It is understandable that industry leaders
may feel overwhelmed by the magnitude

of these changes and by the burden
of leading large, complex, regulated
organizations through the scale of the
transformation they require. Nevertheless,
the old cliché that change always brings
opportunities still applies; and I am seeing
now, right across the industry, a renewed
sense of the opportunity for innovation
and growth. There is a palpable shift in
sentiment from the defensive — and
apprehensive — attitudes that have
dominated the sector until recently.

Reawakening

Senior executives across the financial
services sector are showing real evidence
of urgency and commitment; they are
exploring new ways of thinking, and
restoring energy to organizations that
had become justifiably weary after wave
upon wave of change. In banking, we
are seeing the reinvention of business
models, elimination of costs, real growth
in return on equity. In insurance, there is
widespread innovation aimed at servicing
the client more easily and effectively, and
developing more efficient underwriting
and claims management processes. The
use of technology is increasingly enabling
asset management firms to provide
tailored advice, guidance and insight to
people who have an absolute need to
save, but whose portfolios don’t justify the
heavy costs of personal management.
I have the sense that our industry is
collectively rediscovering the fact that it
still has great brands, a solid foundation
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and a large customer base with real
needs to fulfill. These offer a strong
basis from which to resist excessive
disintermediation and the threat from new
entrants. It is a challenging but also an
exciting and rewarding time: perhaps the
threshold of a revolution in the industry.

The digital challenge

Nevertheless, as change brings
opportunity, so opportunity brings
threats. In the front line of looming
disruptive change is the whole question
of digital adoption and enablement.
Leading practitioners are exploring how
to redesign the provision of services
to customers from a data perspective,
constructing delivery methodologies for
an omni-channel environment. In business
operations, we see the continuing digital
restructuring of processes from the front
to the back office. Speed of action and
response are nowadays critical.
A key threat is that digital technology
breaks down vertical integration,
disintermediates traditional suppliers
and allows new utilities to move into the
market, relying on new data and digital
platforms to facilitate that penetration.
For example, in back-end processes,
blockchain technology is beginning to
create transparent and efficient digital
ledger services and shared platforms for
information transmission; it is true that
widespread adoption will be necessary
to extract economic benefit and achieve
exponential increases in returns on equity,
but the direction of travel is very clear.
At KPMG we are working, amongst
others, on proof of concept developments
in digital technology spanning mortgage
processing, payments and improved
settlement processes in the currency and
swaps markets. All of these initiatives
are confirming the tangible potential that
digital technology has to provide a platform
for innovative — and disruptive — future
business models. Areas such as robotics,
process automation and early work on
cognitive technologies are showing fast
and tangible progress, and proving that they
are very powerful tools with the potential
to transform business models, reshape
the cost base and, not least, improve the
quality of work for employees.

Managing the change

As ever, the big challenge is how to
develop the capabilities necessary to

exploit the new digital opportunities
and embed them into the heart of the
organization. Here, the task of scaling up
as the basis of substantial and sustained
performance advantage is radically
different for established players and for
new entrants. Incumbents need to insert
and embed these new capabilities into the
heart of large, cumbersome organizations
with legacy systems. By contrast, new
entrants, built around these technologies
from the start, have to find ways to expand
rapidly and scale up many times to achieve
market credibility, proven efficiency,
reliability and economies of scale, and to
develop trusted brands.
It has become commonplace to talk of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution in describing
the dramatic developments that are going
to reshape the marketplace. However, this
is to conflate two very different historical
moments. In the first Industrial Revolution,
all the disruptive, innovative developments
were driven not only by new technologies
but by individuals — Arkwright, Crompton,
Hargreaves and their peers — who had no
background in industrial manufacture. But
today, as we have seen, current players
have strong foundations that can enable
them to exploit the new opportunities
from digital technology themselves
and mount strong resistance to the
encroachment of new entrants.
This competition between incumbents
and challengers to own the digital space
will be one of the defining features of
the next few years. Digital technologies
emerging from the proverbial garage in
Silicon Valley, Shoreditch in the UK or
Singapore will transform the industry,
forcing new ways of working at the core
of existing organizations while providing a
springboard for new competitors. Many
emerging markets are adopting digital
and disruptive banking technology faster
than traditional markets. The balance
of advantage between the two —
incumbents vs. entrants — will determine
the scale of disruption and change in the
industry.
The digital maturity assessments we
undertake in KPMG for financial services
clients, reviewing their businesses to
identify the most promising areas for
digital innovation, are very revealing.
I am increasingly finding that there is
a real appetite, not only among senior
teams but across the organization, to

understand more about the opportunities
and threats and how to manage the
challenge most effectively. Experience
with other sectors and industries shows
that large organizations are beginning to
understand how to develop innovation
ecosystems drawing on resources from
inside and outside the company. Mixing
people with the right skills from different
disciplines can create genuinely original
ways of looking at things. Contrasting
perspectives can generate new
solutions out of the clash of opinions and
approaches. (This is a theme explored
later in this issue.)
But it is not a simple process to establish
the groundwork and the framework for
productive innovation. The question
for leadership teams is, with so much
change occurring, where to concentrate
resources and how to strike the right
balance between unfocused creativity
and disciplined development? An
unrestrained ‘skunkworks’ approach is
likely to lack critical grounding. Generating
real change requires real focus; alignment
and enablement from top to bottom of the
organization; and the integration of new
approaches to business and technology
with legacy systems.
In heavily regulated financial services
businesses, there are additional
constraints, even in enlightened regulatory
contexts, where regulators want to
use innovation to improve systems and
processes and enhance oversight.

Grasping the opportunity

In a rapidly changing world, there
are new opportunities and different
opportunities, to find innovative ways
of serving new customer needs and
demands; and to adapt better and
faster than the competition in satisfying
existing demands. We are now seeing
the emergence of a much more
positive mind-set, aimed at seizing
the opportunities in the marketplace,
rebooting the industry and transforming
monolithic legacy organizations into fleetof-foot providers fit for the digital future.
This is very encouraging. Because if we
fail to seize the opportunity that the digital
revolution offers, we could be stuck in
a persistently embattled mind-set. This
could do permanent damage and destroy
many inherently valuable businesses.
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Dynamic new partnerships
and initiatives are
‘at the heart of the digital
future’ for banks
By Jan Reinmueller, KPMG in Singapore
By Ian Pollari, KPMG International

Jan Reinmueller

Ian Pollari

Banks and financial institutions globally are facing
immense challenges as disruptive change, driven by
a combination of heightened regulation, fast-paced
technological innovation and evolving consumer behavior,
reshapes traditional ways of doing business. But banks
navigating the transformation trail are struggling in a lowgrowth economy, balancing financial returns over the
short to medium term, while simultaneously investing
in their digital capabilities and innovation to position
themselves for long-term growth.

C

omplicating the challenge to
innovate more rapidly and
efficiently is the complexity of
legacy banking infrastructure,
the size of organizations and
their ‘risk averse’ cultures and hierarchical
structures, which often kill innovations
before they can gain any momentum.
There’s no doubt that new entrants such
as Fintechs and, increasingly, e-commerce
giants, are bringing fresh and innovative
ideas and services to a marketplace of

eager consumers who are voicing less trust
in — and loyalty to — traditional institutions.
A post global financial crisis world has seen
a transition from the battle of the balance
sheet to an intense and urgent new battle
to attract and retain customers in today’s
increasingly competitive environment.
“Invariably, every strategy and change
initiative will require very careful
consideration of these significant
challenges in order for such large, complex,
highly regulated organizations employing
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hundreds of thousands of people to truly
reinvent themselves amid disruption of the
entire ecosystems in which they operate,”
says Ian Pollari, global co-leader, KPMG
Fintech practice.
“It raises questions about the role of
innovative new partnerships and sourcing
of new capabilities, and where to invest
in and/or acquire Fintechs or smaller
tech companies that are agile enough to
offer big banks the immediate ability to
experiment and evolve much more quickly
and effectively than they could individually,
given their size and constraints. Innovative
partnerships can offer tremendous
capabilities to solve problems and
drive effective changes to operations,
technology, processes and services.”

What we’ve done is curate and select Fintech
companies that we think are the leading
firms in Australia to solve key organizational
challenges and opportunities.

Beyond immediate needs and solutions,
banks should also be exploring and
assessing opportunities that transcend the
immediate ecosystem in terms of future
capabilities or services.

“Exploring and facilitating such partnerships “The right Fintech can actually prompt the
bank to consider a new opportunity or
to drive change will require financial
adjacency they might not have imagined
institutions to recognize that they are
or considered. I encourage banks to
dealing with a whole new category of
dedicate maybe 70 percent of their
third-party service providers,” Pollari
efforts to addressing current strategic
adds. Such initiatives by their nature will,
priorities and 30 percent to exploring or
therefore, need to be more experimental
pursuing new developments or emerging
and collaborative in order to rapidly solve
technology that can really come to fruition
specific problems and address evolving
quickly for the benefit of their customers
needs as disruptive changes keep
or operations.”
rewriting the rules for doing business.
“Banks will need to figure out how to
“The need to remain forward-looking amid
the constantly changing landscape will
augment their traditional sourcing and
remain critical,” Pollari notes, meaning
procurement practices in ways that are
banks need to be committed to the
more conducive to working effectively
innovation trail. And while some industry
with smaller Fintech companies in a more
agile, experimental environment where the players are adapting and moving forward
change is low cost, low risk and quick. It will with progressive new engagements,
partnerships and initiatives in the face of
require a far more collaborative approach
disruption, many are lagging behind and
than the traditional vendor relationship
facing tremendous new risks that include
today’s banks are accustomed to.”
being left behind, or worse, in the future.

‘Top-down’ strategies for today
and tomorrow are critical

Big banks that are prepared to engage
with Fintechs will also need to adopt a
very strategic approach that addresses
two key perspectives. First, they need to
have in place strategic priorities for the
changes and new services or models
they need to implement. This includes
identifying capability gaps that need to be
filled or addressed by the bank itself or
a Fintech relationship. “This will require
a top-down strategy on the priorities
of the organization and how these are
going to drive engagement and interest in
Fintechs,” says Pollari.

particularly those faced with the challenge
of finding a suitable Fintech, an accelerator
or incubator can provide crucial support
in providing ideation, exploration,
experimentation and piloting of certain
opportunities or solutions.
KPMG’s new Digital Village in Singapore,
and mLabs Fintech Accelerator Program
in Australia, are two examples of initiatives
designed to bring together the key players,
expertise and capabilities needed today to
drive effective transformation for financial
institutions.
KPMG recently launched mLabs, a new
Fintech accelerator connecting seven
Australian mutual banks with 14 Fintech
start-ups that are looking to help identify
and develop commercial solutions to
business challenges. KPMG’s mLabs
is designed to drive various commercial
outcomes for participants, whether
designing and launching new digital
products and services, enhancing the
customer experience or improving internal
efficiencies.
Using a 12 week structured innovation
program, mLabs is providing a crucial
new platform for collaboration and a safe
space for experimentation regarding new
services for mutual banks that have a
combined customer base of more than
two million people.

“A significant number of financial institutions
get it and are responding accordingly. But
broadly speaking, you could have a third of
banks and financial institutions today that
are not adequately engaged. And some
will struggle in a digital economy where
innovative partnerships between Fintechs “ What we’ve done is curate and select
and large incumbents can deliver rapid and
Fintech companies that we think are
dramatic advances.”
the leading firms in Australia to solve
key organizational challenges and
Many organizations have set up or are
opportunities,” Pollari says. “It is an
turning to innovation labs, incubation
‘accelerator’ in the context of helping
hubs and accelerators that provide crucial
these organizations drive quickly toward
links between financial institutions
commercial outcomes. We are matching
and Fintechs. For some organizations,
the needs of organizations with the
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specific expertise of various Fintechs that
have the capabilities to meet a particular
need. The outcome is mutually beneficial
to the banks and the Fintech companies.”
As an example of what can be done in
such a setting, four banks are collaborating
in examining the application of a new
mortgage blockchain solution with a
Fintech company to reduce the mortgage
application, settlement and funding
process from an average of 42 days today
to just 5 days and, over time, potentially 80
minutes. This would be game-changing for
the industry.
“That’s a good example of cross-industry
collaboration to explore and develop
new capabilities and processes in
an area that banks typically find too
difficult to solve or improve. They find
tremendous value in being able to
experiment in a collaborative manner.
Other banks are looking at how to work
with Fintechs to enhance their customer
experience by digitizing processes
and services, while others want a
Fintech to help them solve back-office
inefficiencies. It’s proving extremely
valuable for everyone involved.”

Banks are discovering new ways
to collaborate
Beyond driving change, such initiatives
are demonstrating to banks how to
work effectively with Fintechs in the
future. “Banks are learning how to be
more meaningfully engaged, how to
articulate what their problems are, what
questions they should be asking, and so
on,” says Pollari.
The KPMG Digital Village brings
corporates, startups, investors and
government bodies together in a
collaborative ecosystem to drive
the adoption and integration of
innovative solutions. It is like a living
lab for innovation, co-innovating to turn
innovative ideas into robust, practical
solutions with:
— mentorship
— market access
— proposition support including
market validation and business-case
development
— fundraising and access to investors
— operational support.

Within the Digital Village, our teams offer a portfolio of services which support the different needs of corporates

Innovation
cycle

Corporate
accelerator

Ideate and validate ideas through
a design thinking approach

Next generation corporate
accelerator program which focuses
on the adoption of innovative
solutions and/or providing
investment opportunities

Innovation
showcase
A closed-door showcase of jointly
developed use cases from Digital
Village portfolio companies

Prototyping
Translate market-validated and contextualized innovative
solutions into prototypes that can be quickly integrated
and piloted
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Contributors

These are such challenging times and there
is no time to waste as disruption of markets
and business models continues to entirely
reshape traditional ways of doing business
along with the expectations, needs and
demands of customers everywhere.

For corporates, the Digital Village offers:
— innovation workshops to explore
challenges and opportunities
— access to start-ups
— a methodology to test and validate
digital product innovations
— global expertise in digital strategy,
innovation and design.

to the market, technically feasible and
commercially viable.
“While many schemes exist to support
innovative start-ups from concept to
early funding, much more can be done
to bridge the gap between ideation and
the commercialization of innovations,”
Reinmueller adds. “Our Digital Village
program is the heart of a digital future,
powered by collaboration between all
significant players in the ecosystem. It
will help start-ups to further accelerate
and grow to the next stage and equip
corporate clients with the latest
innovation technology.”

“Our overall approach is to help clients
understand and make sense of the critical
and rapidly emerging developments
occurring in the market, and to recognize
what the implications are for them,
“The complexity and velocity of change can
the potential future scenarios that
might play out,” says Jan Reinmueller,
be overwhelming for many firms today,
the head of KPMG’s Digital Village in
but the emergence of new initiatives
Singapore. “It’s broader than financial
and partnerships are already generating
services and involves technology,
benefits and competitive advantage for
demographics, economics — basically
organizations that are taking a strategic
all of the externalities that are shaping
approach,” Pollari concludes.
and influencing consumer attitudes and
“These are such challenging times and
behaviors and how those are evolving.
Initiatives such as these help organizations there is no time to waste as disruption
answer the ‘So what?’ question that many of markets and business models
of them are struggling with, in terms of
continues to entirely reshape traditional
understanding what the future holds,
ways of doing business along with the
how trends will impact them, how to
expectations, needs and demands of
strategically assess new opportunities and customers everywhere,” Pollari says.
threats, and so on.”
“With challenge comes opportunity,
and forward-looking organizations
In this environment, organizations
are embracing new initiatives and
can test or assess whether new
relationships that will drive new forms of
strategies and initiatives are desirable
competitive advantages and value.”

Jan Reinmueller
Head of Digital Village
KPMG in Singapore
T: +6565071581
E: jreinmueller@kpmg.com.sg
Jan heads the digital village and innovation
ventures program at KPMG in Singapore.
As the lead of innovation ventures, he is
responsible for turning opportunities into
customer-centric products and serves as an
innovation partner for corporate clients. His
focus is on maximizing commercial impact
and optimizing time in bringing products
to market.
Ian Pollari
Global Co-leader, KPMG Fintech practice
KPMG International
T: +61 2 9335 8408
E: ipollari@kpmg.com.au
Ian is the Head of KPMG’s Banking Sector in
Australia and the Global Co-lead for KPMG’s
Fintech practice. Ian has over 16 years’
experience servicing clients in the financial
services industry and brings knowledge and
insights into the experiences of local and
international banks, payment providers and
Fintech start-ups in areas such as strategy
development, market entry and digital
innovation.
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Getting strategic
about inorganic
growth: Insurance
CEOs speak
By Ram Menon, KPMG in the US
By Mike S. Walker, KPMG in the UK

Insurance chief executive officers (CEOs) are
becoming much more strategic about their inorganic
investments.
Ram Menon

Mike S. Walker

W

hile the pace of deal
making in the insurance
sector may have
slowed when
compared to the
prior year, our survey of more than
100 insurance CEOs indicates that appetite
for inorganic growth remains high.
Almost half of all insurance CEOs —
45 percent — say they expect to
undertake a merger with another firm
in the next 3 years. Around four out
of 10 say they will either buy or sell a
business, asset or capability set from
(or to) another firm. Half of the CEOs we
surveyed believe that inorganic growth
will be key to achieving their growth
strategies.

Why, then, has this not translated into a
flurry of deal making and consolidation
across the sector? In large part, it is
because insurance CEOs have become
much more strategic about their
investments.
Although many insurers expect to conduct
traditional mergers and acquisitions over
the next 3 years — our data demonstrates
that they are equally (if not slightly more)
keen to create partnerships and joint
ventures with other firms to innovate and
achieve their strategic objectives.
Our experience suggests that many
insurance executives have become
much more focused on creating stronger
alignment between their mergers and
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acquisitions (M&A) activity and their
business strategy. They are thinking
carefully about how their businesses
will win in their markets, and they are
looking for acquisitions and partnerships
that could help them enhance their
competitive advantages. They are
reshaping their portfolio of businesses and
assets, centers of operational excellence
and markets to meet future growth
opportunities. And they are thinking
carefully about what capabilities and skills
they will need in order to innovate and win
in the future.

Strategy-driven transactions

For most, this journey will start with
formulating a very clear understanding
of what makes their business unique
and competitive in the market and then
using that information to start to assess
the real value and strategic fit of potential
acquisition targets.
Say, for example, your business is a
market leader for superior customer
service. Assets or businesses that could
help brandish those credentials or improve
those capabilities should therefore be of
higher value to you than they would be
to a competitor who competes based
solely on low prices. With this information
in hand, insurers should be able to make
more value-based investment decisions
that ultimately lead to achieving their longterm strategic growth objectives.

Applying the strategic lens

Leading insurers are also starting to take a
much more holistic approach to evaluating
potential acquisition and partnership
opportunities. They now look beyond the
traditional financial due diligence aspects
of evaluating the deal to also consider the
strategic fit of the target’s business model
and the potential risks associated with
integrating the target’s operating model.
In most cases, this means extending and
expanding the due diligence process at
both ends: at the top end by including a
more strategic analysis of the target’s
medium-term strategy; and at the
back end where insurers are starting to
conduct more strategic integration risk
assessments of the target’s businesses,
its people, processes and systems that
they are hoping to acquire and integrate
into their operating model.

45%

of insurance CEOs
expect to undertake
a merger with
another firm in the
next 3 years.

Creating alignment

In many cases, this may require closer
alignment between members of the
existing M&A function, the strategy
function and corporate development
function to enable strategy-driven
transaction identification and evaluation
for long-term growth. It will certainly
require tighter screening and more
frequent communication among the
functions for better coordinated planning
and execution of transactions.

They now look beyond the traditional
financial due diligence aspects of evaluating
the deal to also consider the strategic fit
of the target’s business model and the
potential risks associated with integrating
the target’s operating model.
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In today’s sloweconomic growth
and low-interest rate
environment, it is
clear that inorganic
growth (via mergers,
acquisitions,
partnerships and
alliance transactions)
will continue
to be a critical
component.

This article is part of KPMG
International’s CEO outlook series for
the insurance industry. Data has been
taken from KPMG International’s global
CEO outlook survey of 1,268 chief
executives from Australia, China,
France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Spain, the UK and the US. Of these,
105 are from the insurance industry.

It may also require a reassessment of
the objectives and priorities of the M&A
function to focus more on the expected
and actual value that transactions deliver
rather than simply on the successful
execution and closing of transactions.

More than one lever to value

When we work with insurers to improve
the value of their inorganic growth
strategies, we focus on what we call the
‘Nine Levers of Value’. The process allows
executives to not only drive improved
alignment between strategy and capability,
but also to achieve a more holistic view of
the relationships between each lever.
By focusing on the levers of value to
evaluate a potential target’s business
model and create improved alignment
with the potential target’s operating
model, insurers could have a much clearer
view of how value is created for their
businesses by adopting a strategy-driven
transactions perspective. The point is
to go beyond the traditional deal and
transaction metrics to truly understand
how value is created and what assets — at
what price — will deliver that value.
The nine levers start with understanding
your financial and strategic objectives
over the next 3 to 5 years. The process
then challenges executives to think
critically about how their current markets,
products, brands and customer segments
help achieve those goals. With this
information, the organization can then start

to think about what technology, people
and processes it would need to achieve
their objectives, and what measurements
would be required to ensure transactions
remain on track.
Ultimately, this results in a much more
holistic and integrated approach to strategy
development and implementation,
which, in turn, significantly improves the
probability of successful integration and
the achievement of the organization’s
financial and strategic objectives. And by
framing the discussion within the context
of financial and strategic ambition, we are
able to help develop a robust plan that fits
the company’s risk appetite, competitive
landscape and future customer trends.

Seeking long-term growth
Every insurer is looking for the next
big growth opportunity. And in today’s
slow-economic growth and low-interest
rate environment, it is clear that inorganic
growth (via mergers, acquisitions,
partnerships and alliance transactions) will
continue to be a critical component of any
insurer’s long-term growth strategy.
We believe that as the insurance sector
increasingly plans and executes its
deal activity using a strategy-driven
transactions lens that focuses on
identifying, evaluating and integrating
potential acquisition targets, and
innovative partnerships and alliances, —
will only make the industry stronger.

Insurers are reshaping their portfolio
of businesses and assets, centers of
operational excellence and markets to meet
future growth opportunities.
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Contributors

Nine Levers of Value framework and questions to consider
1. Financial outcomes, structuring,
investment and capital allocation:
What are the 3- to 5-year financial
and strategic objectives?
2. Markets: Does the current portfolio
of businesses support the financial
and strategic objectives?
3. Propositions and brands: How
should the portfolio of propositions
and brands be managed over time
to deliver our financial and strategic
objectives?
4. Clients and channels: What
changes to the operating model
can enable customer/channel
performance?
5. Core business processes: What
are our priority business processes to
deliver the financial outcomes and a
winning business model?

6. Operational and technology
infrastructure: What are the
priority infrastructure and technology
elements that will be required to
enable the strategy?
7. Organizational structure,
governance, risk and controls:
What does the organizational
structure need to be to enable the
strategy?
8. People and culture: What
leadership is required to drive the
transformational change, and what
culture and behaviors are required as
enablers?
9. Measures and incentives: What
will you measure to monitor progress
on strategy, identify issues and
enable action where required?

Ram Menon
KPMG in the US
T: +1 212 954 3448
E: rammenon@kpmg.com
Ram leads KPMG’s global insurance
deal advisory practice as well as leading
the US deal advisory practice. A Partner
with KPMG’s US member firm, he has
extensive experience leading cross-border
mergers, acquisitions and divestures, and
works with many Fortune 500 companies.
Mike S. Walker
KPMG in the UK
T: +44 20 7694 3198
E: mike.s.walker@kpmg.co.uk
Mike leads KPMG’s global insurance
restructuring practice. He has worked
extensively on providing advice to solvent
companies with discontinued insurance
business, helping clients deal with all
aspects of operations including transition
to run off, strategic reviews and assessing
finality options.
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Act now on innovation
as disruption
revolutionizes the rules
By Matt O’Keefe, KPMG Australia
By Pascal Denis, KPMG in Luxembourg

Matt O’Keefe

Pascal Denis

Investment management organizations are struggling
to keep up with the unprecedented disruption of their
markets and business models. The immediate need for
strategic new approaches to innovation that will keep
today’s businesses on a competitive path to future
growth and success has perhaps never been greater.

I

n the 2016 KPMG Global CEO survey
of 73 CEOs from the investment
management (IM) industry, nearly half
of the IM CEOs surveyed, 47 percent,
said they expect their organization
to be ‘transformed’ into a significantly
different entity over the next 3 years.
The IM industry is one that, traditionally,
has not invested heavily in new
technology, but as the rules of the game
evolve so dramatically, businesses can
no longer sit back and rely on the status
quo. The need to address transformative
innovation is rapidly rising to the top of the
agenda for many organizations and their
boards as they realize that the immediate
challenges ahead are immense and
unprecedented.
Redefined business models and new
competitors continue to fuel a major
push toward advanced automation

involving cognitive processes and artificial
intelligence to improve operational
efficiency and deliver improved products
and services. The impact of digitization in
all sectors, meanwhile, is raising customer
expectations everywhere — including
IM — for instantaneous, around-the-clock
access to services and information. On
the regulatory front, there’s the need
to anticipate and respond to continuing
regulation changes and compliance issues.

CEOs are voicing worries about
customer loyalty

The KPMG global survey shows that
CEOs in IM are certainly expressing
concern over how to solve issues that will
define their future. About 90 percent are
concerned about customer loyalty, and
nearly all, 92 percent, are worried about
the impact of millennials on their business.
Meanwhile, 87 percent are concerned that
regulations could inhibit future growth,
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The vast majority are also worried about:
competitors’ abilities to take business
away (84 percent); keeping up with
what’s next in services and products
(82 percent); keeping up with new
technology (81 percent); and the quality
of data used in their decision-making
(81 percent).

— Improved oversight, quality and
consistency of data to drive smarter
decision-making and precise
reporting for clients, investors and
business partners, plus improved
reporting to regulators amid
increased scrutiny. Innovation
in this area also positions firms
possessing highly accurate
and reliable D&A capabilities to
eventually automate their decisionmaking in revolutionary new ways as
regulations evolve.

Having remained largely focused on its
traditional products and processes, today’s
IM industry does not appear particularly
well positioned for what lies ahead
as digitization shifts the focus toward
customer expectations and the customer
experience.

— Eventual automation of data-based
decision-making, via cognitive processes
and artificial intelligence, in order to
also enhance: operational efficiencies,
service, deployment of talent, risk
management and the ability to respond
to customer needs and expectations.

The status quo no longer works. And
while businesses recognize the current
trends driving the need to reshape the
industry, many are clearly struggling to
intelligently address their immediate need
to innovate and transform.

— Improved cyber security that provides
a continuous understanding of the
immediate cyber-attack/financial fraud
threat environment, and the ability to
respond quickly by matching the firm’s
controlled operational environment to
the current threat environment.

and 85 percent are concerned about
integrating basic automated business
processes with artificial intelligence and
cognitive processes.

Strategic innovation will need to integrate
technology, people and processes in
order to deliver transformational benefits
and revolutionary advancements that
include:
— A vastly improved customer
experience and greater customer
retention overall as the competition
to keep current customers and
attract new ones grows fierce amid
the proliferation of new players,
products and services. Innovating to
improve the customer experience
via D&A, for example, will enable
firms to better identify, respond to
and eventually predict customer
expectations and behaviors in
areas such as service and products,
delivery channels and around-theclock access to information and
accounts.
— Enhanced control of the flow of funds
outside of the organization, including
enhanced authentication and identity
management to create a secure and
trusted online experience for customers.
— Productivity and efficiency gains via
automation of lower-value repetitive
tasks.

Given the critical benefits that innovation
is expected to deliver in terms of cost
and operational efficiencies, customer
experience, compliance, risk management
and overall competitiveness, most CEOs
should be saying to themselves today: ‘I
can’t afford NOT to innovate.’
The ultimate threat for companies that
are not boarding the innovation train now
could be consolidation that’s already
taking place in the industry: Companies
that are acquiring will be the ones that
are ahead of the change curve, and those
being acquired will be the ones behind
the change curve. There is clearly no time
to lose in defining who the winners and
losers will be in the race to innovate and
transform.

Reassessing leadership’s role in
driving innovation

Where to begin with a strategic approach
to innovation? Firms should be asking
themselves exactly where they expect
to fit in as the playing field beneath them
changes, and who will they be competing
with in the future?
Businesses first need to quickly figure out
how they will effectively make intelligent
decisions regarding their own operating

model and the changes that they cannot
ignore amid what is a constantly shifting
field of decision points.
Secondly, firms need to quickly establish
what the right capabilities are for the
organization going forward. That includes
potential changes to traditional infrastructure,
as well as exploring new partnerships
with third parties, such as Fintech, that can
provide new services and solutions quickly
and cost-efficiently.
As a result, some are starting to organize
innovation strategies and initiatives, whether
acquiring Fintech, or coming closer to
accelerators or, at the very least, learning
more about viable options and potential
solutions that Fintech can offer.
Organizations should be re-examining
various leadership responsibilities
within the business, in particular what
boards and senior executives should
be doing to proactively drive more
strategic discussions on innovation
and disruption. Senior leaders will
increasingly need to act as ‘agents of
change’, constantly driving innovations
that keep their business model current
and competitive.
KPMG firms typically see a ‘disconnect’
today between leaders and their IT function
that results in insufficient analysis of
future business needs — including cyber
security. Firms need to create new levels of
alignment and collaboration between senior
executives and their IT function in order to
begin treating disruption and innovation as
significant business opportunities rather
than as ‘IT problems’.
This will require senior executives to
develop a much greater understanding
of the unprecedented impact technology
and digitization is having on businesses
overall, including cyber security. As
the survey revealed, many CEOs
admit to feeling uncertain about how
well-prepared their business is to
respond to a cyber-security breach. An
increased understanding of the impact
of technology among senior leaders
and boards can drive more informed
and sophisticated dialogue across the
organization on the nature of new and
unfamiliar threats that could disrupt entire
processes and operations.
Beyond sharpening their focus on how
technology is accelerating the need for
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Investment
managers have
no time to lose
on innovation

Next 3 years will be critical

74%

Almost three-quarters of investment management
CEOs said that the next 3 years will be more critical
than the previous 50 for their organization amid
disruptive technologies emerging.

Concerns of investment management CEOS
Maintaining
market share
as the industry
shifts

2

1

3

Ability to innovate
as digital is
changing
the industry

90%

of CEOs are
concerned about
customer loyalty

85%

are concerned about
integrating basic automated
business processes with
artificial intelligence and
cognitive processes

84%

are worried about
competitors’ ability to
take business away

81%

are not sure they are keeping
up with technology

82%

are not confident they
are staying on top of
what’s next in
services and products

81%

say that managing data is
increasingly important, and
81 percent of CEOs are
concerned about the quality of
data used in their decision-making

Organizations are
transforming —

47%

Regulation
continues
to be a
factor

87%
anticipate regulation
could inhibit future
growth

Nearly half of CEOs believe their
organization will be significantly
transformed in the coming 3 years.

Source: KPMG 2016 Global CEO Survey
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innovative solutions, boards and leaders
driving change will need to adopt a
more holistic, 360-degree view of their
business that also includes its people and
processes. Assessing future talent needs,
for example, will be critical to innovation
that drives transformation.

business and not overly concerned about
competitors or new entrants taking away
business. But in today’s environment that’s
becoming a real concern, as the global CEO
survey showed, as technology enables
new entrants like Fintech to quickly build
competing offers.

It’s crucial that businesses look closely at
the talent that’s required today to generate
innovation and success tomorrow. Effective
change needs to be addressed as a
continuum combining technology, people
and processes and leading ultimately to a
culture change in which innovation is built into
the DNA of every organization going forward.

But there is growing potential to forge
innovative new partnerships that offer fast,
effective, cost-efficient solutions. The fact
is that Fintechs are infiltrating the industry
to the extent that they are no longer being
viewed as competitors to be feared but
as potential partners and allies. As things
unfold, it’s safe to say that many of them
will likely become integrated into existing
businesses as the industry increasingly
realizes what these players bring to the table.

The quest for better D&A can
improve risk management

Intelligent new risk-management
strategies are a key part of the industry’s
immediate innovation journey. Companies
will likely need to dramatically improve riskmanagement capabilities amid increased
scrutiny and pressure from regulators as
well as from investors, business partners,
customers and other stakeholders. This
includes the critical question of how
businesses, amid rapid change and
innovation, organize and manage data
oversight and data quality to ensure their
data is consistently reliable for future
decision-making. Progress on digital and
analytics capabilities represent a crucial
innovation area here, particularly as databased decision-making keeps evolving
toward automated decision-making
via revolutionary cognitive and artificial
intelligence technologies.

Innovative partnerships are
contributing to solutions

Until now, investment managers traditionally
have been concerned with growing their

In many cases, firms are already trying
to create partnerships with Fintechs
that can drive rapid, cost-efficient
transformation of traditional industry
infrastructures and position organizations
for the future.
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Despite progress being made by
some organizations, however, the
industry needs to show a far greater
sense of urgency toward innovation
and transformation. The longer that
organizations take to truly get involved,
the further behind they fall. Successful
organizations understand the new reality
that massive digital change is underway,
that the pace of change is going to
increase and that they need to become
very strategic about innovation now —
and quickly — to remain competitive.
Those businesses that turn today’s
challenges into opportunities can create
critical competitive advantages for their
future success.

Successful organizations understand the
new reality that massive digital change is
underway, that the pace of change is going
to increase and that they need to become
very strategic about innovation now — and
quickly — to remain competitive.
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Across financial services, regulation is still
seen as a top 3 concern for the next 3 years
Top 3 concerns for CEOs in
each financial services sector

91%
Our competitors’ ability
to take business away
from our organization

91%

91%

The impact of global
economic forces on
our business

Regulations will
inhibit our growth

Banking

91%

91%

The impact of global
economic forces on
our business

The integration of basic
automated business processes
with artificial intelligence
and cognitive processes

90%
Regulations will
inhibit our growth

Insurance

87%
Regulations will
inhibit our growth

92%

85%

Millennials and their
differing wants/needs
will change our business

The integration of basic
automated business processes
with artificial intelligence and
cognitive processes

Investment
management

Source: KPMG 2016 Global CEO Outlook Survey, June 2016, kpmg.com/CEOoutlook
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Top sources of growth for CEOs
Customer consistently ranked as
the #1 most important growth
source for CEOs across all
financial services sectors

Banking

32%

new customers

30%

Insurance

new products

22%

new markets

33%

new customers

29%

new channels
Investment
management

19%

new markets

27%

new customers

27%

new channels

25%

new products

Source: KPMG 2016 Global CEO Outlook Survey, June 2016, kpmg.com/CEOoutlook
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Engaging
with Brexit
By Jeremy Anderson
Chairman, Global Financial Services

Jeremy Anderson

In the immediate aftermath of the UK’s vote to leave
the European Union (EU), pessimists’ worst fears were
not widely reflected in the market reactions. Predictions
of immediate economic disaster failed to materialize,
though there were some precautionary initiatives taken,
for example, to defend real estate funds from excessive
redemptions and the base rate being cut by 25 basis
points. But the stock market bounced back, with the
FTSE100 soaring past the 7,000 mark and reports of
new inward investment began to emerge. Consumer
confidence seemed hardly to falter, reported to be running
at its highest since one consumer survey started 5 years
ago. Behind the bullish headlines though, the realities of
Brexit are beginning to set in; already political divisions
between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ Brexit are being drawn.

A

s a target date for triggering
Article 50 (the formal start
of the exit process) has
been announced, and as
perceptions build that Brexit
may be ‘harder’ than the financial markets
would like, Sterling has fallen by 20 percent
to a 31-year low. The new reality for Britain is
far from clear. The key now is to be prepared.

In the financial services sector, similarly,
more realistic and nuanced reactions
quickly emerged. In advance of the
referendum, there was extensive
speculation — and foreboding — that
a vote to leave would severely damage
the UK finance industry, with many
companies deciding to relocate their
headquarters to continental Europe,
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for instance. The City of London, and
by extension its major contribution to
UK gross domestic product (GDP), was
seen to be under serious threat. The
argument was couched in terms of a
battle for primacy between London and
other centers such as Paris and Frankfurt;
Brexit was a problem for the UK and an
opportunity for its rivals.
After the vote, however, it was rapidly
recognized that Brexit is as much a
problem for the European financial
system and the eurozone as it is for the
UK. A shock that can cause instability
on this scale means that it is also a test
of the resilience of the global financial
system from the US to Japan. Although
Britain has remained outside the single
European currency, its departure from the
EU will entail a significant realignment of
the global structure. Since the financial
system is intimately integrated into —
and fundamental to — the operation of
the real economy, Britain’s exit from the
EU presents challenges to the whole
developed world. It is in everyone’s
interest that these are resolved
effectively.

Serving the real economy

Many eurozone members face serious
economic challenges: anemic or nonexistent growth; high and persistent
structural unemployment, especially
among the young; ageing populations
and unsustainable ‘social models’.
Tackling these issues, and promoting
the growth and jobs agenda across the
continent, depends on a strong and
efficient financial services infrastructure.
This is essential to facilitate and broker
inward investment into debt and equity
markets, underpin trade both within the
eurozone and with its external partners,
originate and distribute credit, provide risk
management and risk transfer solutions,
and ensure secure and reliable payments,
clearing and settlement systems.
As the acknowledged European
leader, to what extent can the UK
finance industry continue to provide
such services to the real economy in
Europe after Brexit? Will it be able to
adapt and deliver as before? Or will
it be constrained to withdraw from a
number of sectors? There are some
signs that European political leaders are
realizing that parochial disputes over
particular components of the financial

Passporting gives a firm authorized in one
country of the European Economic Area
(EEA) the right to set up an establishment
or open a branch in any other EEA state, or
to provide cross-border services. If the UK
were to leave the EU without remaining
a member of the EEA (as it could, for
example, by (re)joining the European Free
Trade Area), these passporting rights would
automatically lapse.

services sector — still more any desire
for retribution — need to give way to a
rational debate over the best ways to
achieve common economic and social
objectives.
Acknowledging these mutual shared
interests will help improve strategy and
negotiation in a number of important areas.

Capital Markets Union

For example, the European Commission’s
proposal for Capital Markets Union (CMU)
is designed to make capital more mobile
across the EU, and it could be one of
the key ways that some of the Union’s
structural problems can begin to be
addressed. The CMU initiative has been
dependent on expertise based in London.
If it now stalls, there is a real danger of a
shortage of both debt and equity financing
for European business, depressing
opportunities for jobs and economic
growth. It would be to mutual advantage
if a post-Brexit settlement took account
of the skills London can provide for the
benefit of Europe and the wider economy.

Passporting

One of the key issues to be resolved in
any negotiation about the terms of Brexit
is the extent to which existing passporting
rights for UK financial services firms can
be retained or replicated after a British exit.
Passporting gives a firm authorized in one

country of the European Economic Area
(EEA) the right to set up an establishment
or open a branch in any other EEA state, or
to provide cross-border services. If the UK
were to leave the EU without remaining a
member of the EEA (as it could, for example,
by (re)joining the European Free Trade Area),
these passporting rights would automatically
lapse. If the exit negotiations fail to allow a
comparable alternative, the impact could be
significant — although the details will depend
on a firm’s particular business model.
The EU single market in financial services
has been less successfully developed than
that in manufactured goods. As a result,
many retail firms have already set up
local subsidiaries in continental territories,
subject to local regulation, whose
operations should be largely unaffected.
Other firms will need to review their
existing models of distribution, operation
and infrastructure to see if they could
support a two-hub European approach.
From the point of view of the real
economy, Europe will continue to need
a critical mass of relevant talent and
expertise to support access to capital
markets, wholesale funding markets
and asset management services.
It is indisputable that much of this
expertise currently rests in London: to
marginalize it could damage the remaining
EU27 economies as well as the UK.
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Tackling issues, and promoting the growth
and jobs agenda across the continent,
depends on a strong and efficient financial
services infrastructure.

Regulation

The debate over the Commission’s
regulatory initiatives has been unfairly
colored for many years, not just during
the referendum campaign, by the ‘red
tape’ narrative: the belief that Brussels
over-regulates, that the UK gold-plates
these already costly regulations, and
that leaving the EU would allow massive
simplification — a bonfire of regulations. In
fact, most regulation is uncontentious and
beneficial, aimed at consumer protection,
product safety or generally accepted social
goals. In the financial services sector,
development of the regulatory regime has
played a key role — although admittedly
not perfect — in promoting financial
stability in the aftermath of the global
financial crisis.
In this, the G20 has taken an important
lead; and this is a crucial clue to the real
nature of regulation in a globalized world.
Increasingly, regulation is developed
at a global level, and subsequently
adopted by the EU. This is most
obviously seen in the way that the
Basel Committee accords on banking
regulation have been translated into the
EU’s Capital Requirements Directives
and then transposed into law in individual
member states. But it is equally true of
initiatives launched by the International
Organization of Securities Commissions,
the International Association of Insurance
Supervisors and many other global
bodies. One of the criticisms of UK
membership of the EU has been that it
prevents the UK having a separate and
independent voice in many global forums
where regulation is increasingly being
formulated.

1

Of course, some of the Commission’s
initiatives in financial regulation have been
seen as inappropriate or irksome in a UK
context: constraints on bank remuneration
and bonuses; proposals for a financial
transaction tax; the impact of the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers
Directive in the asset management sector.
But much financial regulation introduced
during the last few years was not only
welcome but developed with significant
UK input. The House of Lords European
Union Committee confirmed:
— We acknowledge that elements of the
financial sector regulatory framework
have proved particularly problematic
for the UK. The bank remuneration
provisions in CRD IV, AIFMD and the
long-standing arguments about the
Financial Transaction Tax are three
cases in point. There are also less
prominent examples, not least in
relation to the retail market.
— Yet, with these exceptions, it is likely
that the UK would have implemented
the vast bulk of the financial sector
regulatory framework had it acted
unilaterally, not least because it was
closely engaged in the development of
the international standards from which
much EU legislation derives.1
Conversely, the UK’s decision to require
banks to ring-fence their retail banking
divisions from their investment banking
arms, although it foreshadowed the EU’s
Liikanen Report on structural reform in
banking, was primarily a response to
domestic perceptions and will no doubt go
ahead in essence.

House of Lords European Union Committee, The post-crisis EU financial regulatory framework: do the pieces fit? HL 103 5th Report of
Session 2014-15
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All parties to the negotiations over the
UK’s withdrawal from the EU would
benefit from acknowledging that
there will be no massive deregulation
consequences on the British side.

Euro clearing

It is possible that the European Central Bank
will seek to reopen the issue of whether
London should retain its primary role in
euro clearing. The Financial Times notes
that euro-denominated swaps trading
represents a third of the global interest rate
derivatives market, and that the UK takes the
lion’s share of the euro business. It quotes a
Brussels-based think tank as estimating that
this business could be worth US$1.4 trillion.2
After a long legal battle, the European
Court of Justice ruled that there was no
reason why euro clearing could not take
place outside the eurozone. However,
since the referendum, François Hollande
has been quick to revive the argument that
euro clearing needs to take place inside
the eurozone to ensure effective oversight
and regulation.
Once again, this is an issue of capability,
economies of scale, cost and efficiency.
The jobs and growth agenda, and the
health of the real economy, have nothing
to gain from deliberate fragmentation and
transfer of existing centers of expertise.

Reactions

These thoughts may do little to guide
senior executives in financial services
firms as they struggle to determine the
potential impacts of Brexit. But the reality
is that the next couple of years will be
uncertain: it is unlikely that definitive
decisions on many crucial issues will
emerge before the end of the process. In
the meantime, however, much can be,
and should be, done.
First, firms need to identify people
with relevant expertise, to monitor,
understand and interpret developments
as they emerge. Second, they need
to review and ensure they understand
their own business models against a
Brexit background: in which countries do
they operate, selling which products to
which customer segments under which
authorizations? Where are profits made
and which business lines are priorities to
retain? Third, what would be the impact of
different scenarios? When these analyses
are complete, firms will have a firmer
foundation to enable them to respond
effectively to the outcome of the exit
negotiations.
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Brexit may cause complications. But
like any major change, it will also bring
opportunities and benefits to the bestprepared.

The Financial Times notes that eurodenominated swaps trading represents a
third of the global interest rate derivatives
market, and that the UK takes the lion’s share
of the euro business. It quotes a Brusselsbased think tank as estimating that this
business could be worth US$1.4 trillion.

2

Financial Times, Battle lines drawn over London’s role in euro clearing, 4 July 2016
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PSD2: Don’t miss
the opportunity
By Jurgen Wagner, KPMG in the UK
By Sven Korschinowski, KPMG in Germany

Jurgen Wagner

Sven Korschinowski

New regulation aimed at opening up payments in
Europe and the UK is creating a massive opportunity
for banks around the world to improve their relevance,
their business models and their revenues. So why
are so few banks taking the opportunity to create real
competitive advantage on the back of open payments
regulation?

A

s a sector, we spend a lot
of time talking about the
relevance of banks. We fret
about customer loyalty. And
we worry constantly about
our competitors’ ability to take away our
hard-won customers. We spend hours
talking about the need for transformation;
the drive for customer-centricity; the
imperative for innovation. And we
talk about priorities such as improving
customer focus and implementing
disruptive technologies.
So it is somewhat surprising that
few (if any) traditional banks have yet
recognized the massive change — and

opportunity — that is being created by
new open payments and open banking
regulation in Europe and the UK. In fact,
we believe that open payments regulation
may offer banks around the world an
unprecedented opportunity to create a
significant competitive advantage in their
markets and to reestablish relevance with
their customers.

Underneath the regulation

At face value, the recent regulatory
changes seem fairly benign. In Europe,
the rules are basically a follow-on to
the existing EU Directive on Payments
Services (PSD) that helped create
a single payments market across
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Europe in 2007. The updated PSD
rules essentially respond to technical
changes and aim to create a more level
playing field.
But to achieve this, the Directive calls
for banks to open up access to their
accounts to third parties for the purpose
of consolidating account information and
making payments. The EU would like to
encourage emerging payment methods
and so-called Account Information
Service Providers (or AISPs) as a way of
improving access to payments across
the region. And in doing so, banks will
be forced to allow other organizations —
retailers, other banks and even
Fintech start-ups — access to their
customer data.
In the UK, the government has gone one
step further, requiring some banks to
also share data about products, services
and customer transactions. The UK’s
timeline is also more aggressive. Whereas
EU banks have until 1 January 2018 to
comply, UK banks will need to have set
up open APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces) and start sharing data by the
start of 2017.

Disruption and disintermediation
Fully implemented, the changes will
usher in a new era of customer control
and the benefits of this ‘open approach’
for customers is fairly clear. With the
appropriate permissions, customers
will be able to centralize their account
information and payment options into
one unified mobile application. This
means that customers will be able to
conduct day-to-day banking on the
platform of their choice — whether it is
provided by their bank or an innovative
Fintech start-up.
The obvious threat for banks is one of
disintermediation. Once the regulation
has passed and open APIs have been
negotiated, there is nothing to stop
customers from shifting their entire
daily banking relationship to a third
party. Played out to its full extent, one
could well imagine a world where
Fintechs hold the customer relationship
and traditional banks simply maintain
the infrastructure ‘plumbing’ of the
system; a sobering prospect for any
banking executive (or shareholder) to
consider.

Banks can approach the changing
regulation in one of two ways. They can
either do exactly what is required in order
to demonstrate compliance and remain
broadly competitive, or they can seize the
opportunity to turn the regulation into a
competitive advantage by becoming the
customer’s trusted integrator and service
provider.
We would argue that the former is a
losing proposition. Taking a ‘complianceled’ position on the regulation will not win
you new customers; at best it will stave
off the erosion of existing customers. A
compliance-led approach will likely tick
all of the risk and IT boxes, but it won’t
mitigate the risk of market disruption.
And a compliance-led approach certainly
won’t open up new business models,
improve customer loyalty and enhance
relevance.

Taking the advantage

We believe that a massive opportunity
currently exists for banks to turn the
regulation — and the broader shift towards
open banking — into a competitive
advantage. Indeed, those that are able to
take a strategic view of the new regulation
will likely find significant opportunities to
improve their business.

The obvious threat
for banks is one of
disintermediation.
Once the regulation
has passed and
open APIs have
been negotiated,
there is nothing
to stop customers
from shifting their
entire daily banking
relationship to a
third party.

Banks could, for example, create their
own AISPs that provide their customers
access to their other banks and payment
methods, all within one (branded) mobile
app. They could partner with Fintech
organizations to use that data to identify
trends and create new targeted customer
propositions. Or they could explore ways
to sell the information to retailers and other
third parties.
Those that take a more strategic view may
also find that the shift towards an open
banking environment acts as a catalyst to
their digitization agenda. Yes — the new
regulations could probably be met through
some new IT work-around and Band-Aids,
but the better solution would be to use the
regulation as an opportunity to rethink how
data is used in the organization and how
that influences the digitization agenda.

Maximize the investment

Three things are required for banks to make
the most of the open banking regulation.
First, the discussion needs to be elevated
to a strategic, C-suite and board level.
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Executives will need to think carefully
about how they want to respond, what
opportunities open banking creates for their
organization and what risks are created
through inaction. Done right, the shift
towards open banking should create new
business models and operating models and
this must be a top-level discussion.
Banks will also need to become much
more focused on creating partnerships
with Fintechs in order to make the most
of the opportunity. In part, this is because
speed to market is of the essence;
UK banks will soon have a first-mover
advantage in 2017 (albeit forced by
regulation) and other global banks will
need to move quickly if they hope to stay
competitive in their own markets. They
will also need to partner with Fintechs
in order to tap into new ideas, create
exciting customer interfaces and control
cyber risks.
Finally, banks will need to assess their
own IT infrastructure, processes and
controls to ensure they are capable of not
just complying with the regulations but
maximizing the opportunity. Some heavy
lifting may be required in order to unlock
additional benefits from the shift towards
open banking, and banking executives
would be wise to understand their
resource, infrastructure and capability
gaps before moving too quickly.

The race is on

While the regulations are focused on UKand EU-based banks for now, this is clearly
a global issue. European and UK customers
are not the only ones seeking easier access
to their banking information and payment
options. And a ‘killer’ concept gestated in
the EU or UK could quickly be replicated in
almost any other market around the world.
Everybody needs to be thinking today
about how the trend towards open banking
will impact their organization tomorrow.
The benefit of making a shift globally on
this basis is significant in that it will allow
banks to go beyond simple compliance in
the European market alone to the larger
question of enhancing customer-centricity,
innovation and competitive advantage on a
global basis.
Ultimately, we believe that the shift
towards PSD2 in the EU and Open
Banking Standards in the UK will spark
a competitive race centered around
owning the customer and the winner’s
spoils could be significant. And our view
of the market suggests that it is a race
that few have yet recognized has started.
Our analysis suggests that early movers
who use the opportunity to more broadly
innovate their payments practice will
gain competitive advantage, whereas
those who don’t will create a significant
competitive gap regarding both innovation
and customer-centricity.

Those that take a more strategic view may
also find that the shift towards an open
banking environment acts as a catalyst to
their digitization agenda.
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Contributors

Before and after

Now

Jurgen Wagner
Associate Director
KPMG in the UK
T: +44 20 76943301
E: jurgen.wagner@kpmg.co.uk
Jurgen leads KPMG’s payments practice
in the UK and has worked in the payments
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KPMG is the assessment of the impact of
regulatory change, such as Open Banking
and Payments Services Directive 2,
strategy updates and their implementation.
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Be bold: How
insurance CIOs
wil achieve real
transformation
By Lisa Heneghan, KPMG in the UK
By Marc Snyder, KPMG in the US

Lisa Heneghan

As insurers around the world start to compete based
on organizational agility and flexibility, pressure is
mounting on the IT function. Many leading insurers
have been working aggressively over the past several
years to adapt their businesses for the digital world,
including transforming their core systems and IT estate.
Yet most continue to struggle to achieve the type of
agility and flexibility they require to win in the market.
It’s time for insurers — and their CIOs in particular — to
be bolder in their approach to transformation.

Marc Snyder

Standing atop a burning platform
One would be hard-pressed to deny
the urgent need for transformation
in the insurance sector. Heightened
competition and continued low interest
rate environments are putting renewed
pressure on costs and margins. Evolving
regulatory requirements are adding
complexity and risk. Above all, customer
expectations and preferences are rapidly
changing. And — seizing the opportunity
inherent in this disruption — new
competitors and Fintech and Insurtech
firms are starting to challenge the market
positions enjoyed by traditional insurers.

Competing as a digital player is raising the
stakes and increasing the urgency.
As the external environment changes, most
insurers continue to acknowledge what
they have known for a long time — that
their complex IT estates and platforms
are inhibiting their ability to transform their
businesses to compete in the digital world.
Many large insurers have gone through
significant inorganic growth and operate a
complex patchwork of legacy infrastructure,
applications and core systems that are too
fractured and too rigid to support the new
digital needs of the business.
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Many are rethinking their IT operating
models. Having moved aggressively
towards outsourcing over the past decade,
some now find themselves constricted
by their cost-driven service agreements.
And few seem to possess the appropriate
skills and capabilities to drive sustainable
innovation across the enterprise.

A growing appetite for change

Recognizing the massive transformation
barriers and challenges they face, insurers
have been taking dramatic and aggressive
steps to catalyze fundamental change
across their IT organization and estate.
Most have focused on improving the
agility and responsiveness of their IT
delivery capability. In fact, in a recent
global survey of 160 insurance IT leaders
conducted by Harvey Nash and KPMG

International, almost seven out of 10
CIOs said they were implementing
Agile methodologies within the IT
function. More than a third of our
respondents said they were applying a
‘multi-modal’ IT model. And a quarter
said they were exploring strategic
partnerships that might improve their
overall agility and responsiveness.
At a country and business level, we
have seen insurers undertake significant
change programs to transform the IT
estate. Indeed, we are working with
a number of industry leaders who
are literally tearing out and replacing
their entire core systems and moving
platforms to the cloud to deliver the
flexibility and agility they know the
business requires in order to win in the
new environment.

What is Agile?
Agile is a ‘methodology’ that integrates
business and IT together to help
organizations develop technologyenabled business capabilities and
solutions at pace. More than just a set of
IT principles and practices, Agile requires
a supportive culture, robust processes
and new capabilities to deliver value.
Given that Agile methodologies tend to
deliver improved business agility, there
is often confusion around the use of
the word. In general, the market tends
to capitalize the use of the word ‘Agile’
when referring to the methodology and
to use the lowercase when using ‘agile’
or ‘agility’ as an adjective.

What steps are you taking to become more agile and responsive?

69%

Implementing Agile methodologies

38%
35%

Dev-ops
Multi-mode IT

31%
25%

Buying rather than building
Strategic partnerships

23%
2%

More external resources
Other

Source: Harvey Nash/KPMG Survey, 2016

Struggling to achieve scale

The problem is that — while there have
been some remarkable successes
and improvements in business agility
and flexibility — few have managed
to successfully and sustainably
scale their transformation programs
up to an enterprise or group level.
Many businesses have successfully
implemented new core systems within
business units such as claims. However,
when it comes to creating an end-to-end

integrated transformation, success
is hard to find, despite significant
investments. The level of technology
integration required, together with
business process change and shift from
a functional view to customer journey
perspective combine to create a level of
complexity that is causing challenges.
Our conversations with insurance business
and IT leaders also suggest that many
organizations are facing challenges becoming
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Making it real: case study
A global composite insurer has
strategically invested over the last
two years to significantly simplify
their technology estate to support
digitization. Creating a clear vision
for a simplified and standardized IT
architecture, this organization has
driven down their annual IT run costs
by more than US$50 million through
initial data center rationalization and has
created a foundation to support an Agile
technology capability.
The program will ultimately result in a
simplified architecture where more than
70 percent of users are supported by
virtual desktops, data centers will be
reduced by a factor of 10 and servers
will be more than 80 percent virtualized.
Building a clear vision from the start with
a strong mandate from the board has
been an essential factor in driving this
success.

an agile organization. In some cases, this is
simply due to traditional mind-sets and ways
of working. But in many other cases, our
experience indicates that insurers may not
be applying the right level of rigor or extent to
which they apply Agile approaches to ensure
they deliver meaningful results.
Agile development approaches can
certainly help move an insurance business
towards faster and more responsive
models and capabilities. And they can
help create a more collaborative and
cooperative environment between IT and
the business. But to achieve the benefits
of Agile at scale, insurers need to establish
the fundamentals that underpin Agile and
provide the structure to drive real results
(including the right methodology, critical
path, rigor, culture and infrastructure
architecture). They must recognize that
truly becoming agile calls for new ways of
business and IT people working together.

A more strategic purpose

However, our view of the market suggests
that a number of insurers are now making
significant progress in their transformation
initiatives, driven largely by CIOs and IT
functions that are fundamentally reinventing
the foundations upon which the business
operates.
In part, this is due to a tangible shift in
expectations for the IT function. Insurance
CIOs and IT leaders recognize that the
business now expects them to not only
manage costs, but also help drive growth.
According to our survey, 56 percent of

insurance CIOs say their management
board is looking to IT to increase operational
efficiencies. At the same time, however,
48 percent also say that the business is
looking to IT to help develop innovative
new products and services. More than
half (51 percent) expect IT to deliver
sophisticated business analytics and
intelligence to the business.
Insurance CIOs and IT leaders recognize
that their role is less about controlling
the entire IT estate and more about
collaborating and building trusted and valueadding partnerships with the business and
external service providers. Leading CIOs
no longer fret about the ‘decentralization’
of IT spend into the business. What they
are really worried about is whether they are
helping their businesses understand and
gain access to digital business capabilities
while also providing the right core IT
environment and service levels for the
business to succeed and innovate in a safe
and secure manner.

Building the foundation for
transformation

Our experience working with leading
insurers suggests that CIOs and IT
leaders (with the support of their
executive committees) will need to move
more aggressively and decisively if they
hope to scale up their transformation
initiatives and deliver technology that
supports growth.
To start, insurers will need to be ruthless
about rationalizing their current IT estate.

What are the key business issues that your management board is
looking for IT to address (top 5)?

56%

Increasing operational efficiencies

51%
49%

Delivering consistent and stable IT
performance to the business

48%
47%
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Delivering business intelligence/
analytics

Developing innovative new products
and services
Saving costs

Source: Harvey Nash/KPMG Survey, 2016
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Every effort must be made to reduce
IT complexity, simplify systems and
processes, and improve accessibility
and agility. Demand from the business
for variation will need to be rigorously
challenged and assessed in concert with
the business to drive consistency and limit
unjustified variety. And every system and
process — from policy and administrative
platforms through to claims processing
and customer data — will need to come
into scope.
Insurance CIOs and IT leaders will also
want to take a hard look at their current
sourcing agreements and partnerships to
see how they might start to create a more
balanced relationship with their providers.
The reality is that traditional insurance
outsourcing agreements had been driven
primarily by cost considerations and did
little to support agility or innovation. Today’s
leading insurance CIOs are starting to
engage with their providers in a different
way, looking to rebalance the relationship
to drive new behaviors that balance agility,
cost variability and innovation.

Time to be bold

By simplifying the IT estate and reviving their
control over their supplier portfolio, insurance
CIOs and IT leaders should be able to move
towards enabling many of the technologies
and approaches that enable sustainable
transformation in the sector. Agile and
dev-ops approaches, for example, require
automation and thrive on simplification.
Digital labor (including robotic process
automation and cognitive automation)
is starting to find its way into the
technology toolkit for insurers and
offers new ways to improve quality
and responsiveness at lower cost.
Connecting these solutions with legacy
systems will certainly be facilitated by
having a less complex IT estate. We
are seeing some real-life examples

of organizations starting to practically
address this topic:

Contributors

— Large life insurer has established
Robotic Process Automation Center of
Excellence to identify opportunities to
digitize labor.

Lisa Heneghan
Global Head of CIO Advisory
KPMG International
T: +44 20 7311 3953
E: lisa.heneghan@kpmg.co.uk
Lisa is a Partner in KPMG’s Management
Consulting Business and leads the CIO
Advisory Group. Lisa has more than
20 years of experience across technology
having worked for major technology
providers prior to her consulting career.
As such, Lisa has experience across all
elements of technology from software,
through servers, storage and networks.
Lisa has worked with a broad range of
industries but, in recent years, has spent
most of her time in Financial Services.

— Large global P&C insurer is integrating
cognitive capabilities to streamline
underwriting processes.
— Finance function of a global P&C
carrier is deploying Class 1 rules based
on automation to drive efficiencies.
— Global multiline insurer is leveraging
automation to aid personal lines
subrogation recoveries.
— Global provider of insurance, annuities
and employee benefit programs has
identified opportunities to automate
HR functions and is currently looking
to expand the program to its core
insurance operations.
Ultimately, we believe that insurance CIOs
and IT leaders will need to be bolder in
their objectives and more ruthless in their
execution if they hope to deliver agility
and flexibility to the business. They will
need to think more strategically about
how they unite the strategic with the
functional to build the business case for,
and deliver the execution of, a fundamental
IT transformation. And they will need to
focus on building collaborative business
partnerships across the organization.

Marc Snyder
Managing Director, CIO Advisory Global
Center of Excellence
KPMG in the US
T: +1 212 954 6452
E: msnyder@kpmg.com
Marc is a managing director in KPMG’s
CIO Advisory practice. He has more than
30 years of domestic and international
experience helping clients drive business
value through the strategic and effective
use of technology. Marc is primarily
focused on IT strategy and transformation,
IT enterprise architecture, pre-deal due
diligence and planning as well as post-deal
integration, planning and implementation,
among other areas.

The need for IT transformation in the
insurance sector is clear. And the
appetite for a more agile and flexible IT
environment is high. With some leaders
now starting to make significant progress,
it seems clear that success will go to
those CIOs and insurance organizations
willing to be bold.

The reality is that traditional insurance
outsourcing agreements had been driven
primarily by cost considerations and did little
to support agility or innovation.
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The number of CEOs who believe their company
will be transformed into a completely different
entity over the next 3 years.

29%
42%

Insurance

Banking

47%

Source: KPMG 2016 Global CEO Outlook Survey, June 2016, kpmg.com/CEOoutlook

Investment management
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What CEOs believe will deliver top
shareholder value over the next 3 years.
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Banking

62%
Inorganic value

Insurance

65%

Investment
management
Shareholder
value

Collaborative growth

64%
Organic growth

Source: KPMG 2016 Global CEO Outlook Survey, June 2016, kpmg.com/CEOoutlook
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A catalyst for change:
New standards create
opportunities for finance
and actuarial transformation

By Brid Meaney, KPMG in the UK
By Martyn van Wensveen, KPMG in Malaysia
By Gavin Lubbe and Doron Melnick, KPMG in Canada

Brid Meaney

Martyn van Wensveen

Gavin Lubbe

With significant regulatory, accounting and actuarial
changes on the horizon, many forward-looking insurers
are thinking about how they might use these changes
as the catalyst to transform their finance function to
become a better business partner and drive value for
their organization.

I

n today’s complex and highly
competitive insurance markets,
finance and actuarial functions often
stick out as the ‘poor relation’ of the
insurance back office. With underinvested systems, bolted together
following a history of acquisitions,
maintained by the IT equivalent of duct
tape and chicken wire, many functions
struggle heroically to achieve their daily
and quarterly objectives.
At a handful of insurance organizations,
however, these functions are no longer
the poor relation but are positioned at the
beating heart of the organization — the
source of inspiration, leading practices
and valuable insights that drive growth

and improve operational efficiency. These
finance functions are actively improving
the health of insurers’ balance sheets
and powering exciting new ventures and
future growth.

The business is looking for a
partner

By now, the imperative for change is clear
to any insurance executive. For some,
the key driver will be a deep desire to
improve costs and drive efficiency across
the wider organization. Others may be
more focused on transforming the finance
function to help drive customer-centricity
and growth. And most insurers are under
pressure to comply with new rules and
regulations in many of their key markets.

Doron Melnick
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Making it real: case study

Most damningly perhaps, only around one
in five CEOs said that their CFO already
plays a critical role in supporting the
executive team.

Increasingly, CEOs and business leaders
are looking to the finance function for
help in achieving those objectives. But
according to a survey of insurance CEOs
conducted by KPMG International,1 few
think that the finance function is ready
to take on the task. Only around half of
the CEOs in our survey viewed their
chief financial officer (CFO) as a valuable
business partner, and only one in three felt
that their CFO understood the challenges
facing the CEO. Most damningly perhaps,
only around one in five CEOs said that
their CFO already plays a critical role in
supporting the executive team.

Looking for a reason to change

To be fair, most finance and actuarial
functions are struggling to keep up with
current demands from the business.
Outdated technology and siloed policy
administration systems are slowing down
response times and soaking up significant
resources. Growing competition for
experienced professionals accelerates staff
turnover and drives up costs. And many
are still recovering from recent regulatory
changes catalyzed by Solvency II in the EU
and a wave of regulatory developments in
other jurisdictions. Few have the appetite
for more disruption.
Our discussions with insurance sector
finance leaders suggest that past
experiences and current perceptions
are dampening enthusiasm for new
transformation initiatives. According
to another recent survey of insurance
leaders by KPMG International2,
almost two-thirds of all insurance
organizations have started at least one
major transformation initiative in the past
2 years. But the same survey also shows
1
2

that a full 57 percent of all respondents
considered their most recent
transformation to be ‘far from ideal’.
Many are feeling somewhat burned by
their experience.
The problem is that — in today’s highly
competitive and customer-centric
insurance markets — yesterday’s finance
function is increasingly a barrier to growth
for tomorrow’s insurance organization.

Barriers to change are crumbling
The good news is that many of the
traditional barriers to transformation
are rapidly falling away. CFOs are being
encouraged by their executive teams to
step up to the plate and new financedriven initiatives — such as enterprise
performance management — are being
warmly received in the executive suite.
While capital for new projects may
be tight, CFOs that are able to create
a business case for transformational
change that demonstrates alignment
to the organization’s growth objectives
should find budgets and executive
support to be more forthcoming than in
the past.

Technology is also easing the pain of
change. Today, technologies sold as a
service, such as cloud infrastructure,
help companies to vastly accelerate
change and avoid fixed-cost hardware
commitments via pay-as-you-go
arrangements. Similarly, new software
applications for data management and
self-service analytics make it easier for
the business to mine data for insights and
lessen dependence on overburdened IT
departments.

A multinational insurer teamed with
a KPMG member firm to deliver a full
transformation of their life insurance
actuarial valuation process in all business
units across two continents. The key
objectives were to eliminate complexity
and unnecessary cost in the current
operations by establishing a more
globally consistent approach to valuation
through changes in business process,
valuation systems, data management
and organizational structure. As well,
to enhance flexibility to respond to
emerging business needs. KPMG
worked with the client to deploy the
solutions in a secure and scalable
cloud-based computing infrastructure,
representing a significant innovation in
the industry. The insurer realized the
following benefits:
— simpler valuation processes and
controls
— substantially reduced workload in
valuation operations
— more readily accessible data and
more time for actuarial analysis
during the quarterly close because
of the significantly faster production
process
— lower unit costs for computing and
data storage.
Just as important, the organization
is better positioned to respond to
upcoming regulatory and financial
reporting changes, which require more
sophisticated actuarial modeling and
analysis within the same time frames
as today’s quarterly and year-end
reporting cycles.

The View from the Top, KPMG International, 2015
Insurance Reinvented, KPMG International, 2016
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Questions to consider:
— How will the systems architecture need to change given the new calculations
and their consequences for data storage (such as grouping contracts into
cohorts with similar characteristics in order to calculate the contractual
service margin, and deriving details of current interest rates)? What broader
opportunities will be created by these systems improvements? What else
can we fix — while systems are opened up for change — that will benefit the
business more broadly?
— How to bring together accounting and actuarial capabilities to build the sources
of earnings (SOE) analysis, in terms of organizational design and controls over
data?
— How to create a single source of truth for operational and financial data which
will be the common starting point for the business, finance, actuarial and risk
and capital management?
— How to enable the business to efficiently drill into results to understand the
drivers of change at a granular level?
— How to enable what-if scenario analysis for the purposes of business planning,
capital and management, alliances, acquisitions and carve-outs?

Welcoming the arrival of new
standards

With the upcoming introduction of
new reporting standards3 in countries
around the world, insurance CFOs now
have a strong motivation and catalyst
for transformation. In many markets —
where local standards mandate IFRS
for all public reporting by insurers —
the impetus for change is unavoidable
and insurers are starting to recognize
that the implementation of these new
standards and regulatory requirements
will — at the very least — require
significant change in their current
finance and actuarial operations.
Often these initiatives start from the
perspective of how numbers that are
externally reported, such as earnings
and capital, will change; but very quickly
these conversations lead to much more
fundamental questions surrounding the
core business drivers: topics such as
earnings trends, growth opportunities
and the target operating models required
to deliver these outcomes. Ultimately,
the broad scale and complexity of

3

operational and technology impacts
become apparent. And this is when
insurance executives tend to realize
that these changes are actually an
opportunity to transform their finance
function.
These changes highlight some of the
historical root causes of malaise in the
finance function: myriad data sources
and patchwork solutions to bring data

into accounting and actuarial calculators;
inconsistent valuation approaches and
data definitions (e.g. product hierarchies)
in different business units; loss of
granularity and the ability to drill-down
as results are aggregated from the line
of business or operating entity up to
the Group; and limitations in capacity
(people, computing and otherwise) to
support the Group in ‘what-if’ analysis for
business planning, capital management,
acquisitions, distribution arrangements
and other strategic decision-making.
Finance leaders will need to take a
hard look at their systems and data
architecture, business processes,
controls and organizational design, in
order to extract the best possible value
from the investments to comply with
these changes.

Key success factors for finance
transformation

With the stage set for transformation
in regulation and external reporting,
finance leaders should now be thinking
seriously about how they might take
advantage of the current environment
to become a better partner to the
business. Clearly, every organization will
take a slightly different path depending
on local requirements, the demands
of the markets in which they operate,
their capabilities and their current
infrastructure.

With the stage set for transformation in
regulation and external reporting, finance
leaders should now think about how
they might take advantage of the current
environment.

In particular, the long-awaited delivery of the forthcoming Insurance Contracts standard by the International Accounting Standards
Board’s insurance contracts project and the introduction of Principle-Based Reserving and Targeted Improvements to the Accounting
for Long-Duration Contracts in the US.
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However, our experience in helping
leading insurers achieve transformational
changes within their finance and
actuarial teams has raised a number
of key success factors that we believe
are critical to designing and delivering
successful finance transformation in the
insurance sector.
1. Be bold and visionary: This is an
opportunity to fundamentally transform
the way the function operates. Take
bold steps, make hard decisions and
set out a vision for the future that drives
engagement and encourages support
from across the function — and from
the business.
2. Focus on the business outcomes:
The goal of the transformation cannot
be to simply implement a new
technology or fulfill a compliance
requirement. Finance leaders will need
to design their new operating model
and processes with the business
outcomes they need to deliver at the
front of their minds in order to become
a better business partner.
3. Don’t let technology drive the
decision: Remember that technology
is an enabler of transformation, not
a driver. Successful transformations
identify the right mix of technologies
to enable the target operating model
instead of creating an operating model
that enables a technology.
4. Break down the program: Massive
transformation projects can be difficult
for employees to digest and complex to
manage and deliver. While the overall
initiative must remain focused on
achieving the long-term vision, insurers
will want to break down their projects
into manageable steps and retain the
ability to innovate and adapt to change.
5. Deliver quick wins: Drive immediate
improvements, demonstrate value and
achievability and lift morale by planning

for a series of quick wins throughout
the process. Recognize and celebrate
successes as project milestones are
achieved.
6. Measure progress: Ensure you have
strong discipline around measuring
progress — both from a cost and
from a benefits perspective — on a
regular basis and be ready to make
adjustments if projects are not
delivering their expected goals.
7. Look at the bigger picture: Insurers
that approach these changes purely
as a shift towards new accounting
standards and regulatory requirements
will likely miss significant opportunities
to drive real business value. Go beyond
the technical considerations to think
about the strategic impact — for the
business and for investors.
8. Expect the goals to shift: Even with
the advantages of modern technology
and agile approaches, transformation
can still take time and much can change
in the internal and external environment
before the ‘end point’ is reached. Set
clear goals and objectives but prepare
to pivot or reassess the strategy if
required to adapt to change.

Be a better business partner
Ultimately, we believe that finance
leaders and CFOs should be
looking at the implementation of
these changes as an opportunity
to rethink their operating models,
refresh their organizational design
and create stronger alignment to
the business. And we know that
the cost, complexity and barriers
to transformation are rapidly falling
away. As such, we believe there is no
better time for finance leaders and
CFOs to start thinking about finance
transformation.
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Cyber security moves
towards a more resilient
model to keep pace with
a growing digital business
By Bia Bedri, KPMG in the UK
By Charles Jacco, KPMG in the US

Bia Bedri

Charles Jacco

Financial services firms are struggling to get on the
forefront of cyber security in the face of increasingly
frequent and sophisticated attacks. At the same
time, they are also trying to protect an ever-increasing
number of devices and data as the business goes
digital, deal with shrinking security budgets due to
cyber fatigue at the top of the house and respond to
increased regulatory scrutiny aimed at minimizing risks
that continue to strain the business and IT.

C

omplicating these major
challenges for many firms is
also the gap that often exists
today between business
leaders and their IT function
in terms of a coherent, organization-wide
strategy designed to anticipate, identify
and respond to ever-evolving cyber
security risks and needs.

“ There is a rift or gap today between
business leaders and their technology

teams, and this is one of the biggest
problems we are seeing in terms of
addressing and responding strategically
to critical cyber security issues,” says Bia
Bedri, a Partner specializing in Banking
and Capital Markets Cyber Security for
KPMG in the UK.
Technology security experts within
organizations are tightly focused on cyber
defense from a technology perspective
but typically lack a 360-degree view
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of what may also be needed from the
people and processes perspectives to
heighten cyber security. Until recently,
boards and executives have largely
remained content to approve rising tech
budgets without having a truly clear
understanding of overall business risk
and need from a security perspective.
Now, they are demanding answers to
fully understand where the funding has
gone and questioning whether the spend
has actually reduced the firm’s overall
cyber risk.

IT teams are looking at controls,
technology and platforms without
clarity or input from the business’s
leaders on what’s key to the overall
business in terms of precisely what
they’re protecting and why. Ultimately,
you end up with a situation where no
one can accurately respond to key
questions like ‘What’s my current cyber
security risk?’ and ‘How can I manage
it all quickly and effectively?’ If financial
institutions hope to make real progress
that uses their budgets, resources and
time efficiently, they will require a more
strategic approach.

“Without guidance from the top and
business engagement on priorities and
risks, the IT function can be unclear about Security needs to encompass
people, processes and
where the business overall needs to
technology
spend money to address evolving cyber
Becoming a resilient, cyber-smart
risks that impact the entire organization,”
organization will require financial firms to
says Bia. “CEOs and boards in the past
ensure that their people, processes and
have simply devoted larger budgets
technology are all strategically focused on
to cyber security, but now they are
cyber risk and appropriate solutions.
increasingly asking, ‘How is the money
spent reducing my risk?’ I think that’s
“That’s really the end game here —
perhaps the biggest problem in cyber
adopting a more holistic view of cyber
security today — that breakdown that
security risk that encompasses people,
fails to take the view that security is
processes and technology,” says Charles
now a key business issue, not simply an
Jacco, Principal, US Cyber Security
IT issue.”
Services Financial Services Leader.
“Some organizations will be better from
Business leaders have traditionally
a technology perspective, others may
seen security as a technology issue to
have a better view of cyber security
which they continue dedicating budgets,
risks in terms of processes, while others
staffing and resources, but with attacks
growing more frequent and sophisticated will have a really good culture around
security awareness. But I don’t know that
by the day and as regulatory pressures
anyone has mastered the need to be fully
place new focus on security solutions,
centered on all three areas — people,
executives and boards now need to
processes, technology — when it comes
be better engaged and understand
to cyber security. That’s really where
their responsibility with regards to
we see room for improvement today in
cyber security.

Security is now a key business issue, not
simply an IT issue.

A global financial organization
demonstrates how to raise the
bar on cyber security
Financial organizations are increasingly
facing sophisticated external threats
such as financial crime, ransomware,
DDoS attacks and customer data
theft. This, combined with internal
threats that include rogue trading,
fraud and misconduct, is forcing
financial institutions around the world
to dramatically sharpen their focus on
the need for comprehensive new cyber
security strategies.
Bia Bedri, a Cyber Security Partner at
KPMG in the UK, says: “We were able
to help one global organization, following
a costly trading incident costing billions
of dollars in losses and a significant hit
to its brand in the marketplace, develop
a strategy that involved rethinking its
entire approach to information security.”
In its efforts to precisely identify and
understand the range of the threats
and cyber risks it was facing, the bank
undertook a significant challenge to
address ‘identity access management’.
Given the complexity of the problem,
the bank initially struggled to develop
a strategic information security riskmanagement program that would
include a response to questions raised
by regulators.
With help from KPMG’s cyber security
specialists, working shoulder to
shoulder with the organization, the bank
ultimately developed a remediation plan
that would transform its information
security across the organization. KPMG
helped the organization deliver the
program by designing, implementing
and embedding new controls that
covered data and business systems
operating in more than 30 countries in
order to meet business and regulatory
requirements.
The results were remarkable. The bank
not only reduced risk significantly while
optimizing many of its processes, it also
enhanced its status in the marketplace
by being viewed as an industry leader on
cyber security.
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The Global CEO Outlook survey by
KPMG reveals that, with disruptive
technology and marketplace forces
redefining business models and
blurring traditional lines between
competitors and industries,

72%

of CEOs
believe the next 3 years
will be more critical
for their industry
than the last 50.
Nearly half of the close to

1,300

CEOs
surveyed also said their
organization will be
significantly transformed
in the coming 3 years.

most cases. Organizations need to move
away from the traditional cyber defensive
posture and focus on enabling the business
to become a resilient organization.”
Unfortunately, there is no time to lose on the
need to adopt a strategic approach that goes
beyond IT to engage the entire organization.
Cyber security, meanwhile, has become
the leading risk concern among CEOs, with
nearly three-quarters admitting that they do
not feel fully prepared for a cyber event.
Three-quarters of CEOs also say they
are concerned about keeping up with
new technologies and many are voicing
worries about customer loyalty amid the
wave of change. KPMG’s Consumer Loss
Barometer, meanwhile, shows that business
leaders have good reason to be worried
about consumer loyalty as new business
models emerge: a third of consumers
surveyed say they would consider moving
an account in the event of a hacking incident
or security breach that affected them.
“ Cyber security is a huge issue today,
and the increasing focus of customers,
governments and regulators is making
the need for strategic approaches and
immediate solutions even more intense,”
says Charlie. “Cyber security has to be
a top priority for CEOs today. This is a
problem that is not going away. If you
don’t have the culture, the people, the
processes and the technology all aligned
on everything that you do as a bank or
insurer, in terms of understanding cyber
risk and security, it doesn’t matter what
you automate. Organizations need to

get the whole concept of a resilient
organization in place. And that really needs
to come from the top down.”

IoT increases need to take a
360-degree organizational
perspective
Raising new alarm bells on the need to
heighten cyber security is the advance of
the ‘Internet of things’ (IoT) and the impact
of billions of new connections between
everything from mobile phones, cars and
transportation systems, to home appliances,
wearable devices and much more.
Soon, for example, people’s credit card
data will be stored on many more devices,
beyond simply a phone or tablet to include
cars, appliances, wearables and so on,
making it critical for confidential customer
data to remain protected in a more open
or accessible environment. The whole
IoT concept means everything will be
interconnected and security controls need
to be in place as those technologies move
forward. This is a very significant challenge
for financial organizations and their need to
protect critical customer data.
Some organizations understand the
importance of the issue and how it’s
growing in complexity, but many are
having difficulty unravelling it all in terms of
knowing what to do next.
Solving the cyber security dilemma
as the ecosystem expands is at least
as challenging for insurers as they are
typically ‘less mature’ than banks today
in developing cyber security capabilities.
The fact that they have more ground to

Soon, for example, people’s credit card
data will be stored on many more devices
beyond simply a phone or tablet to include
cars, appliances, wearables and so on,
making it critical for confidential customer
data to remain protected in a more open
or accessible environment.
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cover on cyber security has not escaped
the scrutiny of regulators in places like
the US and the UK, where they are
increasingly turning their attention to this
sector in addition to banks.
“ In the UK, for example, regulators have
started paying far closer attention to the
insurance sector in the last 6 to 12 months.
And many firms are discovering that
they don’t understand or have the
capability to respond to the security
issues that are arising,” says Bia.
All things considered, today’s financial
organizations remain stuck in a ‘reactive
mode’ when it comes to data attacks or
security breaches, and they need to take
a far more proactive approach aimed at
anticipating and preparing for potential
attacks before they occur.
When banks have a breach, they spend
a lot of money trying to understand
what the breach was, how it happened,
what the customer impact was, what
the business impact was. But they
tend to cover the same path every
time, regenerating the same process
or reaction, as opposed to pursuing a
response and assessment that positions
them to be ready and prepared for future
scenarios that are very likely to occur.

Looking at people, processes
and technology

How then can financial institutions best
begin pursuing a much more strategic
approach to cyber security that goes
beyond throwing money at technology,
to instead create a 360-degree view

encompassing people, processes
and technology?

Contributors

CROs and CIOs should be collaborating
closely today to gain a clearer
understanding of who owns what when
it comes to cyber security policy, while
recognizing that it’s no longer simply ‘an
IT problem’ but one in which the CRO
and the board all need to be involved.
Working together, they can start by
identifying their top 10 cyber risks and
exploring the complicated processes and
technologies that need to be addressed,
as well as what that is going to cost.
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In some cases, financial firms are already
pursuing strategic solutions quickly and
efficiently via innovative partnerships
with financial technology firms (Fintechs)
that can advance or complement today’s
well-entrenched banking infrastructures
to deliver faster and better services
in the face of emerging marketplace
competitors.
Ultimately, concern and awareness
about cyber security need to be
ingrained in every business and no
longer treated as merely an IT problem.
It is a business problem, and it is crucial
that businesses understand that the
issue must be addressed more from a
cultural perspective. There is a fine line
between simply ‘reacting and adopting’
technology and ‘thinking ahead’
strategically in order to create a secure
business environment amid tremendous
ongoing changes.
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Fintech100: Leading Global Fintech
Innovators
October 2016
The combination of technology and financial
services is resulting in the disruption of
the finance industry. In this report, the
leading 50 established Fintechs and the next
50 emerging stars from across the globe are
identified.
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BEPS
Update for Real Estate Funds

Introduction
It is now almost a year since the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) issued
its recommendations to tackle perceived tax avoidance by multinational corporations. The recommendations
seek to address base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS), and contain 15 action points which member nations
of the OECD and Group of Twenty have agreed to address.
Although real estate funds were not the main target of the BEPS initiative, they may be significantly impacted
by changes in jurisdictions’ tax laws in response to the BEPS recommendations. In our initial paper in 2015,
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS): Key considerations for real estate funds, we highlighted four key
action points which we considered might have a negative impact on the returns that real estate funds were
able to obtain:
• Limiting treaty benefits
• Restricting interest deductions
• Restricting the use of hybrid instruments
• Expanding the definition of ‘permanent establishment’.
In the months since our initial report, national governments have been working to implement the proposals,
and we are now starting to get a picture of how things are progressing. This paper looks at progress across
various jurisdictions around the globe, examines the changes and proposals they have made, and looks at
what impact this may have on real estate funds.
The pace of change is not consistent around the world. While Europe is embracing the BEPS project
enthusiastically, and putting through changes at both a European and national level, other parts of the world
are perhaps following the spirit more than the details of the proposals. In particular, this can be seen with
regard to restrictions on the deductibility of interest, and methods of tackling so-called treaty abuse.

Action 2

Transformative
change

Hybrids
This action broadly seeks to tackle occasions where a payment is deductible in one country
without being picked up in the charge to tax of another. Of particular concern to real estate
investors is a recommendation by the OECD that could impact real estate investment trust (REIT)
regimes. While the OECD accepts that nations may develop tax incentives for particular sectors,
they consider that a dividend should be included in the recipient’s taxable income to the extent
that it is deductible in the location of the real estate. In response to this, some countries where
REIT-like instruments are common, such as Japan, have been amending their treaties to restrict
the availability of treaty relief on such dividends, and it is likely that this trend will continue.
Another area that will require consideration on a case-by-case basis is the use of hybrid
instruments as part of the financing of a fund vehicle. Key issues here are whether the
instrument is a cross-border instrument, and what the tax treatment is in the hands of the
recipient.
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June 2016
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Transformative change — How
innovation and technology are shaping
an industry
October 2016
The KPMG/MFA/AIMA global hedge fund
survey investigated how managers are
planning to use technology in the next 5 years.
Are they planning to build, buy or outsource
technology? How are they addressing their
cybersecurity needs?

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS):
Key considerations for real estate funds
October 2016
Highlighting the progress governments
are making around the globe, this report
has been developed in conjunction with a
number of key countries to examine the
changes and proposals they have made, and
takes a closer look at what impact this may
have on real estate funds.

The Pulse of Fintech: Q3, 2016
November 2016
‘The Pulse of Fintech’ is a quarterly report
created by KPMG Enterprise and KPMG
Fintech along with CB Insights (the ‘go-to’
name for insights related to venture capital
investment). The series analyzes the latest
global trends in venture capital investment
data on the Fintech sector.

Evolving Investment Management
Regulation — Responding to closer
scrutiny
June 2016
The report looks at the intensifying
relationship between the industry and its
regulators, as regulators are delving ever
deeper and involving themselves in the
technical operations of investment firms’
activity.

Evolving Banking Regulation Part Five:
Conduct and Culture
February 2016
In this latest edition of Evolving Banking
Regulation, we focus on the commercial and
regulatory pressures affecting banks in the
conduct and culture space.

Empowered for the future: Insurance
reinvented
June 2016
While insurers are well aware of the hurdles
they face as they set out to transform
their operations, many admit that they’re
struggling to extract the full value from their
initiatives. In this report we explore how
insurance business and operating models
need to evolve in order to keep pace with
changing market dynamics.

Evolving
Banking
Regulation
Part Five
Culture and Conduct

February 2016
kpmg.com
KPMG INTERNATIONAL

Set the pace or risk falling behind
September 2016 - February 2017
This online article series leverages data from
more than 100 Insurance CEOs to bring in
their views on the major themes impacting
their business and the industry at large
including, growth, strategy, cyber security,
automation, innovation, customer and D&A.
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